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Recording Artist Johnny Reed Launches New
Concept Album "ALTERNATE REALITY 7",
Takes Music Fans Where No Eye Can Follow!
"Alternate Reality 7", release date September 13, 2019, is singer/songwriter Johnny
Reed's 7th solo Album. Johnny’s music takes over where Classic Rock left off and
launches it into the future. You'll feel the presence of Pink Floyd, The Rolling Stones,
The Beatles, Queen, Elton John, CSN, David Bowie and even Hendrix, but the music is
so unique, definitely quite enigmatic!
On this concept album, Johnny addresses the varied shades of alternate realities.
There is the reality of our lives, and then there are the alternate realities we can create.
These are situations, physical or in our thoughts, where we can express who we really
are, be free flowing and happy, despite the practical structured life that surrounds us.
Whether it's with your mind, your clothes, hair, tattoos, piercing, sex, drugs, or through
others, it's up to each of us to search and make our alternate realities happen.
By doing everything on the album, Johnny has control to express himself on several
levels in every aspect of the music. Johnny plays all the instruments: guitars, drums,
keyboards, & vocals and loves to get lost in the passions that each one of them creates
in his songs. Johnny Reed produced the album 2018 – 2019, and recorded it in
THE MUSIC ROOM ® Studios in Redondo Beach, CA, USA.
In the past, Johnny has created many unique project experiences for major
entertainment companies. Johnny was the Voice of King Kong in all merchandising for
the Peter Jackson/Universal Pictures® film KING KONG. Johnny was a consultant to
James Cameron on the film TITANIC, and on and on…
MP3 Album Download for ALTERNATE REALITY 7
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/geh1d7eiceg4395/AADQNLZfbOps7-FejDU-fkVPa?dl=0
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